ON THE «/"-SEQUENTIALCLOSURE OF A CONE
R. D. McWILLIAMS

1. If X is a real Banach space and X** the second conjugate space
of X, then for each subset A of X** let KxiA) be the «¿"-sequential
closure of A in X**; thus FEKxiA)
if and only if there is a sequence

{ Fn} in A such that F(f) = limn F„(f) for all/EX*.

If Jx is the canon-

ical mapping from X into X**, then Kx(JxX)
is closed in the norm
topology of X** [l]. In the present paper it will be shown that if P
is a norm-closed cone in X, then Kx(JxP) is norm-closed in X**, but
Kx(Kx(JxP))
need not be norm-closed in X**.

2. If s is a bounded real function on [0, l], let ||s|| =sup0síSi | s(t)\.
If 5= {5*} is a bounded sequence of functions, i.e., if each sk is
bounded and sup¡tew ||sjt|| is finite, let ||5|| =sup*e(J ||s*||. If Q is a set of
functions, let 7,(0 be the set of all functions x such that x is the pointwise limit of a bounded sequence in Q. Let Ct be the collection of all
double sequences A= {o*,-} of non-negative numbers such that for
each h the following conditions are satisfied: (1) a*¿ = 0 for all i<k

and for all but a finite number of i^k; and (2) ^,- an —1. If 5= {s*j
is a sequence of functions and A E ft, let F¿5 be the sequence {s*' }
such that Sk = 2Z> o*,i< for each &. It is clear that (1) Ta is a linear

operator; (2) if 5 is bounded, then so is TaS and || F¿5|| ^||5|| ; (3) if
5 is pointwise convergent,

then TaS is pointwise

convergent

to the

same limit.
Lemma 1. If R and S are bounded sequences in the space C[0, l]
of continuous real functions on the interval [O, l] and R and S converge
pointwise to functions r and s respectively, then for each e > 0 there exists

AEQ such that \\TaR-TaS\\

<||r-s||

+e.

Proof. The sequence R —S is bounded and converges pointwise
to r —s. Hence by [l; proof of Lemma l] there exists for each e>0
an A having the required property.

Lemma 2. Let P be a cone in e[0, l], let {zn} be a sequence in
L(P), and let zbea bounded function such that lim„ „«, ||z„—z|| = 0. Then

zEL(P).
Proof.

It may be assumed that ||z„—z|| <2-n for each ». For each
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« there is a bounded sequence 5„ = {snk} in P which converges pointwise to zn; by Lemma 1 it may be assumed that ||5„|| <||z|| +2_B.
By induction on n it can now be shown that for each n and for each
i^n there exists a bounded sequence S,„ = {Sink} in P such that

(1)

lim sink(t) = Zi(t)

for each t £ [0, l],

(2)

lim sm(t) = 2,(f)

for each t £ [0, l],

and

(3)

||S,-„ - 5yn|| < 2»-'

if *<i

á ».

For n = 1, the sequence 5u can be taken to be Si. For « > 1, if S,-,„_i
has been obtained for each i%.n —1, Lemma 1 may be applied (n —1)
times in succession to obtain -4i, • • • , .4n_i£Ct such that

(2.1)

WTaíTaí-x• • • TAl(Si,n-x- S.)|| < 21-'

for each i < n. The induction step is completed by letting S<„
= F¿„_, ■ • • P^iSi.n-i for each i<n and 5nn= P4n_i • • • TAlSn.
Now let S= {sk} be the bounded sequence in P such that sk = skkk

lor each k. Let IE [0, l] and ¿£w. Then for every k^i,

I sk(t) - z(l) |
(2.2)

g | jm(fl - 5*fc(/) | + | sikk(t) - Zi(t) | 4- | zt(t) - z(t) |
<3-2-¡-r-

| sikk(t) - Zi(t)\ .

Since by construction lim*..« sikk(t) =z,(/),
= z(t) for every t, so that zEL(P).

it follows that lim*,« Sk(t)

Theorem 1. If P is a norm-closed cone in a real Banach space X,
then Kx(JxP)
is norm-closed in X**.
Proof.

Let P£X**

EKx(JxP).
sequence

be the limit in norm of a sequence

{Pn}

Thus each P„ is the w*-limit of a bounded [3, p. 209]

JxSn, where 5„= \s„k} £P.

Case 1. First suppose that X is a closed subspace of e[0, l]. For

each tE [0, l] let/t£X*

be defined by ft(s) = s(t) for all sEX. Then

for each « it follows that

Fn(ft)=limk-Xsnk(t).

If zn is defined on

[0, l] by zn(t) = Fn(ft), it follows that znEL(P)
and moreover, since
||/<|| ál for each t, that ||zn— Zm|| á||Pn —Pm|| for all n and m, so that
the function z(t) =limnH.M zn(t) exists and belongs to L(P) by Lemma

2. Thus there is a bounded sequence \Sk] £P which converges pointwise to z. Since X is a subspace of e[0, l], for each fEX* there is
a finite regular signed Borel measure /z/ on [0, l] such that f(x)
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=flxdpf for every xEX [3, p. 397]. Hence

(2.3)

Fnif) = lim/(*„*) - f zndpf
t-»<o

J 0

for every », and therefore

(2.4) F (J) = lim I zndpf= I zdpf = lim
f»

V 0

J

0

skdpf= lim/(it),

i—.00

«/ 0

t—»»

so that F is the w*-limit of {JxSk}.
Case 2. If X is an arbitrary real Banach space, let F be the normclosed subspace and Q the norm-closed cone in X generated by
{s„k: », fcGw}. Since F is separable, there is an equivalence mapping
E from F onto a closed subspace Z of 6 [0,1 ]. Since each FnEKxiJxP),
for each » an element GnE Y** is unambiguously defined by

(2.5)

G„(/1F) = F„(/)

for all/ G X*.

The sequence {G„} is clearly Cauchy since each gE Y* has an exten-

sion fEX* such that ||/|| =||g||. Since {G„} EKYiQ), it follows that
the sequence {£**G„} is a Cauchy sequence in KziJzEQ) converging in norm to E**G. By Case 1 there is a bounded sequence {z*}

EEQ such that {JzZk) is «»""-convergent to E**G in Z**. Finally, it
is straightforward
to verify that
«/"-convergent to F in X**.

the sequence

[JxE~lZk\EJxP

is

3. For each f„G [0, 2] and gGw let/,eSGe[0, 2] be defined by
(3 • 1)

fotit) = max[0, 1 - 2" \ t - U \ ]

for t G [0, 2].

If p, i, and/ are positive integers, let spi = 2~pi and t, = 2 —2~'. Now
if o>l let Xa be the norm-closed subspace of c[0, 2] generated by

the set G°= {xpa:p, qE<>>},where
(3-2)

x"(t) = max

max /.„^„(rt,

Lis«'<21'

max

pSj'<p+«

afti.J+9(t) \.
J

Lemma 3. If P" is the norm-closed cone in Xa generated
{xpt: p, qEu], then the function x„ defined by

(3.3)

x.it) = lim

by

limx°a(0

ve* L le"

J

15 an element of L(L(P°)) w/A ||x,,|| = 1, but if {yh} is a bounded sequence in L(P°) converging pointwise to x0, then lim sup^g» ||y*|| ^ö.
Proof.

It is trivial that x0G7>(L(P)) and ||x„|| = 1. Indeed, x, is
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the characteristic function of the set D= {spí: pEu, i<2p}. If {yh}
is an arbitrary bounded sequence in L(P") converging pointwise to
Xo, then since the set of all finite linear combinations of the xapt¡with
non-negative coefficients is dense in P°, each yh is the pointwise limit
of a bounded sequence {yhk}î^x, where each yhk has the form

(3.4)

y (t) =

£

apqxpq(t),

where each ap*tis non-negative and for each pair (h, k) only a finite
number of the a£J are positive. Without changing the value of

lim sup*ew ||y*||, it may be assumed that yhkQ¡)= 1 for all (h, k).

Let «> 0 be given. For each 77£w let

(3.5)

SH = {* £ [0, l]:l$fl,

y»(l) < e for all h = 77}.

Since Une« Sh is of the second category in [0, l], there exists an H
such that Sh is dense in a closed interval 7. Choose an arbitrary
sPoi0EDi\(int T) with i0 odd; then there exists 770^77 such that
yh(sPoi0)>l —e for all h^H„. Since there exist points of Sh between
sp<,<oan<l everY spí such that p<po, it is clear that for every h^H„
there exists FJj such that for every k^Kh,

(3.6)

X) a« = y (spoOp£Po;«al

S

<w£»(Jj>..o)
> (1 - «) - 2«.

p<Po;îïl

Now fix h^Ho. Since y* is a Baire function of the first class, there
exists a point <rÄ£7 such that y*|7 is continuous at <rÄ[2, p. 143];
hence there is a closed interval J El such that yh(t) <2e for all î£P.
Choose 5Pltl£Pn(int
J) with px>po\ then there exists FJ*,'^FJ»

such that for every k = KJl,

(3.7)

E

^/*W<2i.

p*Pi;«ii

Next, by (3.2), for every r£ [0, l] and every &,

A0=

Z
poSp<pi;

=

apkg(l-2P+t\t-sPoiö\)
t<Pi

2-

«m(1 - 2

|í-íaí.|).

î>oSî><j>ih<j>i

There exists r0£Sjj such that \t„ —sPoi0\ <2_(2i,1+1), and there exists
Kh" £K¿ such that yhk(t0)<e whenever k ^Kh". Hence, by (3.8) with
t = t„
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(3'9)

E

p»sp<pi;î<pi

for all k^K¿'.

api<l-2^\t
x
¿|*o

-s Jp„<o-II <2€

Therefore, by (3.6), (3.7), and (3.9),

(3.10)

£

a">l-7e

p<>sp<pi;«ïpi

for all k^Kh",

so that ||y"|| ^lim*— yh"itPl) ^c(l-7e).

be an arbitrarily

small positive

number,

Since € may

it follows that

lim supAS<0

Theorem 2. There exist a norm-closed subspace X of e[0, l] and a
norm-closed cone PEX such that KxiKxiJxP))
is not norm-closed in

X**.
Proof.

For each rE<¿ and each real function x defined on [O, 2]

let ErX be the function defined on [O, 1 ] by

(3.11)

(£r*)(0=r

(xi2r+l[t - 2-r])

.

J'

if 2-r S t á 21-',

(0 for all other ¿.

Recalling the notation of Lemma 3 with a = 22r, observe that £r|X22r
is an equivalence mapping onto a subspace of G[0, l], since x(0)

= x(2) = 0 for all xG-X"2".Let X be the closed subspace and P the
closed cone in e[0, l] generated by Urea [ETP2V\. For each r it is
clear that £rxoG7-(L(P))
and hence that an FrEX** can be unam-

biguously defined by

(3.12)

Frif) = f iErx0)dpf for all/G X*;
J 0

then FTEKxiKxiJxP))

and ||Fr|| = 1. Now let F= X^i

2-\Fr; thus

F belongs to the closure of KxiKxilxP))
in the norm topology.
Suppose FEKxiKxiJxP)).
Then there is a bounded sequence
{Gj,} EKxiJxP)
whose w*-limit is F. For each pair (r, A) let zr» be

the function on [O, 2] defined by
(3.13)

Zrnit) = Gnif**+r*-*t)

for < G [0, 2],

where fuEX* is defined by /«(x)=x(w)
for xEX and real w. Then
{zr*}*-i is a bounded sequence in LiPiV) which converges pointwise
on

[0, 2] to 2_rx<,. By Lemma

3, lim supisu

||zm|| =2r,

and

lim supAgo,||Gä|| ^2r. Since r is an arbitrary positive integer,
quence [Gh] is unbounded, which gives a contradiction.
FEKxiKxiJxP))
and the theorem is proved.
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Remark. The author has not been able to determine
Kx(Kx(JxX))
can fail to be norm-closed in X**.

whether
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